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CONDOLENCES: 
 

“It is with overwhelming sadness that the Royal Air Force and Royal Auxiliary Air Force mourn the 
death of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. During her long and glorious reign, she has been the 
embodiment of a life dedicated to the service of the Nation and the Commonwealth, and for that has 
been admired by millions around the world. Her Majesty, as Head of the Armed Forces, has been a 
constant source of inspiration and a pillar of strength to all who have been privileged to serve her. 
Those who had the honour of meeting Her Majesty will never forget their interaction and the deep 
sense of pride they felt in that moment. On behalf of everyone in the Royal Air Force, serving, retired, 
and their families, I offer our deepest condolences to His Majesty The King and The Royal Family”.                                         
Air Chief Marshal Sir Mike Wigston Chief of the Air Staff 
 
GOING HOME... 
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DUXFORD FINAL SALUTE TO HER MAJESTY: 
 

 
 

What a powerful moment it was when the two-minute silence observed on the passing of Her Majesty 
Queen Elizabeth II was ended by a roaring Spitfire flying past at full-throttle to open the 2022 Battle 
of Britain air show at Duxford this weekend. For a moment I paused to absorb the moment, and as 
electrifying as it was, it still could not prepare me for the lump in my throat at the closing of the show. 
The air show finale began when 17 Supermarine Spitfires and 4 Hawker Hurricanes taxied out and 
started their engine run-ups right in front of me. I cannot put this feeling and sound into words, photos 
or videos. They took off in groups of 4 to form a formation of 20 Aircraft while one Spitfire Mk XIV 
(the only Griffon engine fitted Spitfire on the day) assumed the role of Joker (Joker is a reference 
used to define the aircraft entertaining the crowd in-between the formation passes). 
(Juri Keyter in Pilots Post)  
 
GREETINGS: 
 

The Battle of Britain Lunch and Flypast drew a full house of members, guests and their Ladies on a 
splendid Spring day... First Covid – now a plague of bogus Doctors... and continuing plague of 
loadshedding... Eskom on the brink with more than 50% capacity offline... future of Koeberg nuclear 
power in question... ANC Mpumalanga switches off David Mabuza... Zuma can’t pay back the 
‘eleventy two million’  - resorts to attempted intimidation, bullying and incitement against Advocate 
Billy Downer and journalist Karyn Maughan... Jagersfontein devastated by catastrophic slimes dam 
burst... Mhlatuze Water millions went in to building mansions for CEO and Lawyer... dead bodies 
beside the N1 at Maraisburg after shootings... Fight and hair flying when Senzo Meyiwa’s wife met 
Kelly Khumalo in hospital... this soapie has more legs than Dallas... Elton Janties sent home from 
Argentina in disgrace after big night out (or night-in!)... Proteas collapse in third Test... Boucher 
walks away – shock for CSA... 
Try to remember that night in September... the final homecoming... last night at the Palace... Crowds 
line Queen’s cortege route between Balmoral and Edinburgh... and between the Palace and 
Westminster Hall... the pomp and ceremony makes gripping viewing... As many as 400,000 people 
are expected to see the coffin lie in state, amid concern that five-mile queues will "see some horrible 
stories about people suffering" in order to pay their respects. The Government warned the public to 
"be prepared for long queues" and told parents to think twice before taking children... record number 
of cross-Channel immigrants... grim conditions in Calais... human traffickers have a field day... the 
Goths and Vandals walk amongst us... F35 Lightning topples off QE II aircraft carrier in 
Mediterranean... Ukraine resurgent – gatslaan for Putin... last week Williams, this week Federer 
retires from Tennis... 
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COBRA WARRIOR: 
 

 
Exercise Cobra Warrior, the RAF’s capstone tactical training event is now fully underway. 
 

This year’s iteration includes UK, Italian, German, United States of America and NATO involvement 
which allows development of interoperability between the NATO members and fine tuning of tactics, 
techniques and procedures. The 7th of September saw Mission 2 of the 3-week exercise undertaken 
which also coincided with a media day being held at RAF Waddington, the base which delivers the 
Cobra Warrior training package via the Air Space Warfare Centre and is also hosting the Italian 
detachment of Eurofighter Typhoons and the German ECR Tornados. The exercise is routinely 
undertaken twice a year but due to COVID-19 restrictions this month’s event is the first in several 
years and will pave the way for larger exercises in future. The German detachment of six ECR 
Tornados, which notably bring Suppression of Enemy Air Defence capability to the exercise, is led 
by Detachment Commander Lieutenant Colonel Köllner. The exercise is also complemented by 
United States Air Force F-16s, F-15s, F35As and HH-60Gs (combat search and rescue) along with a 
NATO E-3A Sentry and Italian G550 providing command and control along with UK and Italian 
refuelling aircraft. “This is a very important exercise for our crews, we want to prepare with our allies 
and be able to stand together with the same procedures and thinking. The exercise is very realistic 
for us, planning together, working together, flying together. It also gives our people a focus, they 
know what they’re working for, and we want to be ready for any situation that may come up”.                                                                 
Lieutenant Colonel Köllner, Detachment Commander. 
 
ATLAS C.1 LOW LEVEL PARACHUTE CAPABILITY: 
 

 
The Royal Air Force’s A400M Atlas C Mk1 is continuing to expand its capability with the start of Low-Level Parachute 
trials. 
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The trials have seen the successful completion of several sorties for ‘Mass Para Insertion’ over 
Salisbury Plain for the first time, working to be ready to take over Low-Level Parachuting capability 
from the Hercules C130 upon retirement. Paratroopers from across 16 Air Assault Brigade Combat 
Team and 3 Commando Brigade Royal Marines were brought in to participate in the trials. The trials 
have been planned and delivered by 206 Squadron, the RAF’s Heavy Aircraft Test & Evaluation 
Squadron and the Joint Air Delivery Test and Evaluation Unit. RAF Despatchers from the Parachute 
Test Team working on board the 206 Squadron operated aircraft assist the parachutists in the safe 
fitting and checking of equipment, conducting final checks prior to dispatch, and ensuring the safe 
dispatch of parachutists from the aircraft before recovering their static lines. Atlas C.1 continues to 
advance its tactical capability, with Low Level Parachuting soon adding to the platform’s proven 
capabilities including Natural Surface Operations and Air-drop of light stores, already being used by 
frontline Atlas squadrons. “The successful initiation of mass low-level parachuting trials on the Atlas 
represents a major milestone for the Atlas Capability Programme. This significant step is the result 
of a lot of hard work by the whole team and keeps the Programme on track to transfer low-level and 
high-altitude parachuting capability from C130J Hercules onto the Atlas next year. Adding both 
parachuting capabilities to the range of other tactical capabilities that are already in service such as 
the ability to air-drop supplies, air-to-air refuelling, and landing on natural surfaces, puts the Atlas in 
a good position to take over from the Hercules in 2023”. Air Commodore Martin, Atlas Programme 
Senior Responsible Owner (RAF News) 
 
RIP NORMAN GREGORY: 
 

TRIBUTES HAVE been paid to Bomber Command veteran Norman Gregory, who has died aged 
100. Lancaster bomb aimer Norman was among the guests at the 10th anniversary ceremony in 
London in June of the Bomber Command Memorial where he spoke about his experiences when 
the Lancaster, he was in was shot down over Dortmund during WW2 and he was captured and 
interrogated. He said: “I was thrown into a prison cell and the adjoining cells were already occupied 
by my skipper and my navigator and, out of the crew of eight, we were the only survivors.” AVM 
Chris Elliot, Controller of the RAF Benevolent Fund that looks after the Memorial, said:                                           
“All of us at the Fund are sad to learn of Norman’s passing. We were thrilled to see him at the 
Bomber Command 10th anniversary event, where he shared his incredible story about being shot 
down over Germany. Our thoughts and prayers are with his family at this sad time” 
 
RED ARROWS RED HANDED? 

       
 

The RAF may be forced to disband the Red Arrows over claims of sexual harassment, bullying and 
'playing drinking roulette', it has been claimed. Members of the display team have been accused of 
a litany of disciplinary offences in the biggest scandal in its 60-year history. Pilots reportedly played 
'Met roulette', a game in which they drank alcohol well into the early hours of the morning if a display 
was at risk of being cancelled due to poor weather conditions. Sometimes, Red Arrows pilots were 
allegedly so drunk before scheduled aerobatic shows that they were 'lucky' when they were 
cancelled, a source told the media. The source also said pilots ranked flying skill based on the 
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attractiveness of female celebrities - with a good performance being a 'Meghan Markle', a decent 
one a 'Sienna Miller' and a poor display being a 'Susan Boyle'. Now, a defence analyst has 
suggested the Red Arrows could be permanently grounded due to reputational damage. Any such 
decision would only be taken after a report into the unit's supposedly 'toxic culture' is published later 
this year. The report was ordered by the head of the RAF, Air Chief Marshal Sir Mike Wigston.                            
Squadron members were said to have 'got away with everything' before the before the investigation 
was launched. Its release, previously scheduled for May, was delayed at least in part due to sheer 
weight of evidence. More than 40 personnel, including many female staff, provided 250 hours of 
evidence as part of the inquiry. Some said they were threatened not to provide testimony by senior 
leaders who wanted to 'sweep complaints under the carpet'. Last night, defence analyst Francis 
Tusa said: 'The issue of whether the Red Arrows can continue in its current form has to be raised, 
including the possibility of disbandment. “If the report, and I stress if, is as damning as it is 
understood to be, the service could not continue to support the Red Arrows in their present form. The 
unit is too high profile to be attracting this much adverse publicity for too long.' Earlier this year, a 
senior Red Arrows officer, Squadron Leader Nick Critchell, 36, resigned, apparently in protest at the 
misconduct of colleagues.  Other Red Arrows pilots, Flight Lieutenant Damon Green and Flight 
Lieutenant Will Cambridge, have been put on other duties. (Ed: If this is not a send-up, it’s going to be 
interesting to see what the truth of the matter is when the RAF comments officially) 
 
COLDITZ FORTRESS PRISON: 
 

"Colditz is the most symbolic, famous, notorious wartime prison camp in history — it’s buried in our 
national mythology. It’s absolutely central to it," British author Ben MacIntyre said in a recent 
interview with HistoryNet. Stories of ingenuity (the Colditz Cock, anyone?), bravery and 
swashbuckling officers with perfectly maintained moustaches playing a cat and mouse game with 
Nazis all while being held in captivity is worth its weight in Hollywood gold.  Yet to parse out what is 
mythology from fact has proved trickier with each year removed from the end of the Second World 
War. In his latest book, "Prisoners of the Castle: An Epic Story of Survival and Escape from Colditz, 
the Nazi’s Fortress Prison" Macintyre — of “Operation Mincemeat” acclaim — revisits the story of 
Colditz.  "The history of the Second World War is often, I think, presented as almost a moral fable," 
said Macintyre. "There’s a good side and a bad side, there are winners and losers, and the people 
who win it are on the right side of righteousness. And of course, that’s true to a great extent, but 
within that there’s also a much more interesting and moving and poignant set of stories to be told." 
The ingenious escapes right down to the flamboyant moustaches are a well-trodden arena, yet 
Macintyre, in his uniquely spellbinding way, has managed to prove that there’s still so much more to 
unearth about Colditz. (HistoryNet Review) 
 
JOHN ON THE RUN: 
 

GULF WAR veteran John Peters has launched a bid to complete the London Marathon – as he turns 
60. The former Tornado pilot, who was shot down and captured by the Iraqis alongside navigator 
John Nichol during Desert Storm in 1991, will be bidding to complete the 26-mile course to raise 
funds for the RAF Association. He said: “Not since World War II has the RAF been so constantly 
deployed on global operations – and across the generations the need for support is becoming ever 
more complex. Over the Covid pandemic RAFA has seen a 250 per cent increase in calls from the 
veteran community alone.” To support John, go to: www.justgiving.com/fundraising/john-peters13 
 
A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE JOHANNESBURG GAS WORKS: 
 

The Johannesburg Gas Works, owned by Egoli Gas, opened in December 1928 and was the city’s 
main gas producer for several decades. The plant produced gas from coal, which was obviously not 
a very environmentally friendly process. The Gas Work’s production gradually decreased throughout 
the mid-20th century as the city began to source more gas from Sasol. The plant closed down 
completely in 1992. The Gas Works is now considered an important architectural heritage site. The 
buildings are beautiful, in an early-20th-century-industrial kind of way. Egoli Gas still has offices in a 
section of the Gas Works property, and Liebermann Pottery occupies another section. While there 
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have been various proposed plans over the years to redevelop the unused buildings, nothing has 
happened. View a very good photo essay on the buildings at: www.2summers.net/2022/08/25/the-secret-
ruins-of-the-johannesburg-gas-works/ 
   

 
The Gasworks from Liebermann Pottery 

 
BSA IS BACK: 
 

 
 

BSA’s revived Gold Star caused a stir when it was unveiled at Motorcycle Live last year but has had 
a rocky route to market through the Covid-19 pandemic. MCN took the opportunity to sit down with 
Classic Legends Co-Founder, Anupam Thareja and Ashish Joshi, CEO, Classic Legends, and 
Director of BSA ahead of the official press launch. “We were so clear that we were not going to do 
a badging exercise,” explains Thareja, whose Classic Legends brand is behind BSA’s return. “It’s 
very normal for classic bikes to be revived in various parts of the world. You can do that because 
you have the money to buy the brand and you have a factory in a cheaper location to put it together. 
But we came to the UK and built a team here to design the bike, I actually kept everybody in India 
away from it.” Thareja and Joshi know a thing or two between them about British and classic bike 
brands having previously been key players at Royal Enfield. Their firm, Classic Legends, more 
recently revived Czech brand Jawa and its Indian equivalent Yezdi. Joshi has also worked at the 
highest level of Triumph. To create the new Gold Star, Anupam says that he and the design team 
practically moved into the Motorcycle Museum in Birmingham as they spent so much time studying 
classic BSA models to try and capture as much authenticity as possible for the new design. The 
Goldie shares no common parts with any of the bikes in the Classic Legends portfolio as they wanted 
to create something that felt like a true successor to the Gold Star name. This quest for authenticity 
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is also how they came to the decision to use a single-cylinder engine. We wanted to go to that 
attitude. [We could have gone with] two cylinder, three cylinder, four cylinder… faster bike, bigger 
bike, heavier bike. The speed limits on the highway are coming down, the speed limits of the bikes 
are going up. Somewhere in that race of ‘evolution means performance’ somebody forgot what 
motorcycling is about.” The engine in the Gold Star is far from rudimentary, though, and every effort 
has been made with partners including Rotax (who made BMW’s 650 singles among others) to create a 
smooth and balanced power unit. Tolerances are so fine that the crank has to be dipped in liquid 
nitrogen before it is pressed into place and oil chambers are too small to be cast and have to made 
using a process called electron beam melting. Joshi explains: “The most popular BSA models were 
singles and we wanted to bring back that joy again. In terms of vibrations, most people would look 
at a balance factor of about 64% for a single. Perfect balance would be 50% which is theoretically 
possible but practically not. We’re currently at around 52%. “From a technical standpoint, the world 
forgot about the single. What we did is looked at all the things that can go wrong with a single and 
thought ‘how can we correct those?’, the big bore can cause vibrations, ‘how do we balance it?’ 
“There’s other stuff we did too; closer tolerance of the gears, for example, and also silent chains and 
stuff which were never there on a single. All of this still leaves you with the wonderful single cylinder’s 
character but it dampens down the issues.” If all of this work sounds expensive (and it is) that isn’t 
reflected in the bike’s price. The new BSA Gold Star’s pricing has been announced and it will start 
from £6500 for the basic colour, rising to £6800 for the fancier paint and £7000 for the fanciest 
chrome version. The bikes are set to arrive in the UK in August 2022 and will be in dealers from late 
August to September. Order books will open at 9am on Monday, July 18, 2022 at the Lukas 
Distribution website. 
 
CHEERS FOR TODAY: 
 

The Syringa trees are in full blossom... but there’s still the possibility of some cold ahead… and still 
waiting for the Jacarandas… 
Our first Spring Lunch was the Battle of Britain Ladies Lunch at the Wanderers last Friday... a full 
house” of 60 members, guests and their ladies attended. The Flypast by the Flying Lions was 
spectacular as usual, with two “missing man” manoeuvres, one for The Few and one for Her Late 
Majesty the Queen overhead the Wanderers Club. 
A Minutes Silence was observed before the Grace, and the company enjoyed a repast of Hake 
Goujon Starters and Pork Belly with Seasonal Vegetables, rounded off with Fruit Salad and Ice 
Cream.  
Our next Members lunch will be on Friday 7 October 12h30 for 13h00 at Wanderers... As normal, 
limited wine will be available on the table. Price remains R250 per head and we request you to pay 
by EFT to our account - Nedbank - Melrose Arch - Br: 19 66 05 - Account 19 66 278 063. Use your 
name and “October Lunch” as reference, please... Please also note that we are committed to pay 
for the number of meals booked. Look forward to seeing as many as possible... 
And so... balmy Spring days, blossoms and beautiful sunsets to enjoy, (especially when the power 
is off) together with this edition of Ramblings... and the Obituary to Her Majesty, with full TV coverage 
on BBC and Sky of the events leading up to the State Funeral on Monday. 
 
TAILPIECE: 
 

My new girlfriend and I were travelling in her car to meet my parents when she got a flat tyre... So I 
called my parents and said “Sorry, Mum, we’re going to be late... My girlfriends got a puncture.”                                                   
“Oh” she sighed “I thought you had a real one this time.” 
 

A pensioner drove his brand-new BMW to 100 mph, looking in his rear-view mirror, he saw a police 
car behind him. He floored it to 140, then 150, then 155, Suddenly he thought,  
"I'm too old for this nonsense!" So he pulled over to the side of the road and waited for the police car 
to catch up with him. The officer walked up to him, looked at his watch and said,  
"Sir, my shift ends in ten minutes. Today is Friday and I'm taking off for the weekend with my family. 
If you can give me a good reason that I've never heard before, why you were speeding, I'll let you 
go." The Man looked very seriously at the police man, and replied :-  
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"Years ago, my wife ran off with a policeman, I thought you were bringing her back." !!! 
The Cop left saying, " Have a good day, Sir "... 
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OUR MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY: 

 

“She has the reward of the selfless in the pure joy of duty, amply, generously done.” 
Queen Elizabeth II, who has died aged 96, became through the course of her long reign not only the 
oldest sovereign in the country’s history but also its longest serving. 
The 42nd of a line of kings and queens of first England, then Britain, then the United Kingdom, since 
William the Conqueror, she was also the sixth queen-sovereign of England and the fourth of the UK. 
In addition, she was queen and head of state of 15 other countries, stretching from Fiji, Australia 
and New Zealand to the Bahamas and Canada, all once part of the former British Empire. She was 
for seven decades head of the Commonwealth, whose 54 countries comprise 2.1 billion people, a 
third of the globe’s population. 
In accordance with the precedent established by Henry VIII, the Queen was also Defender of the 
Faith and Supreme Governor of the Church of England, a role she took much more seriously in both 
her private and public lives than many of her predecessors. 
Her reign encompassed a period that saw some of the greatest changes in technological 
development, industrial, economic and social life across the world of any era, yet it is hard to see 
her name being bestowed, as her predecessor Queen Victoria’s was, as the defining symbol of an 
age. Instead, she played, largely impeccably, the part of a modern constitutional monarch, a 
symbolic figurehead with a right to be consulted and to advise and warn political leaders privately 
and to show herself publicly as a focus of national life, celebration and commemoration. 
While the world altered dramatically during the course of her reign, the monarchy did too, though 
rather more imperceptibly: the walkabouts that increasingly characterised royal appearances, the 
pop concerts at Buckingham Palace, the throwing open of the royal palaces to visitors – even the 
paying of income tax, and royal podcasts – would have been inconceivable as innovations at the 
time Elizabeth came to the throne. She acquiesced in many of these changes, however, rather than 
initiating them. 
As Queen, she was an integral part of the country and its institutions: one of the best-known women 
and national leaders in the world, photographed, painted, filmed, depicted, lauded – and occasionally 
ridiculed – from the time she became heir to the throne, at the age of 10, in 1936, to the end of her 
life. The nation – and the world – watched her change from being a callow princess to a glamorous 
young queen, a mother and grandmother, from a blonde, curly-haired child to a diminutive white-
haired old lady, over many decades during which her role scarcely changed. Born a fortnight before 
the 1926 general strike, she lived well into the age of the internet. 
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Only those themselves now elderly can remember living under any other head of state. 
During the course of her reign, she was served by 15 prime ministers, from Winston Churchill to Liz 
Truss. She met more than a quarter of all the American presidents who have ever lived, five popes, 
hundreds of national leaders, from the saintly, such as Nelson Mandela, to the tyrannical, 
including Robert Mugabe and Nicolae Ceausescu, as well as thousands of celebrities and – it is 
calculated – more than 2 million more “ordinary” people. She was easily the most travelled monarch 
in British, indeed world, history: criss-crossing the globe regularly to visit the Commonwealth and 
just about every other significant country in the world into her 90th year, and touring Britain year in 
and year out even longer. 
Yet through all this exposure, renown, and public fascination, she never engaged in partisan politics, 
uttered a truly controversial remark, scarcely expressed an opinion, and only rarely showed emotion: 
exasperation occasionally, but never temper. Her great personal enthusiasm was for dogs – 
particularly corgis – and horses, and she was interested in the breeding of both. 
She never gave a contentious interview and restricted what she said in public, or to the public, largely 
to generalities or platitudes, though significantly her Christmas broadcasts, the only occasions when 
she spoke unmediated to the public, dwelt increasingly on matters of religious faith. In private she 
was said to be witty and sharp, even a mimic, but these traits were not on public display. Even 
devoted monarchists knew of her only at second hand, as a cipher, a still, small, largely silent, smiling 
figure, bound by her sense of duty and service, surrounded by turmoil and hubbub. 
Although very distant from the lives of her subjects – she never went to school and had only the 
most fleeting experiences of being on equal terms with anyone – she grew into a much respected 
figure, admired for her stoicism and diligence; one who was well aware of the condition of the country 
and the state of the world, more experienced in diplomacy than virtually any other world leader, 
because she had been at it longer than anyone else. Yet despite all the exposure, she remained 
largely unknown – and unknowable. It was perhaps her most remarkable feat. 
Like her grandfather George V and her father, George VI, Princess Elizabeth Alexandra Mary was 
not expected to ascend to the throne. Although she was third in line of succession at her birth, it 
could reasonably have been anticipated that her uncle, the Prince of Wales, would soon marry and 
have heirs. She would then have been destined for the sort of life she might well have loved, married 
to a senior member of the aristocracy, and living out a life of worthy obscurity on his landed estates. 
The princess was born by caesarean section – in the coy wording of the time “a certain line of 
treatment” – at the London home of her maternal grandparents, the Earl and Countess of 
Strathmore, at 17 Bruton Street, Mayfair. She was the first child of the Duke and Duchess of York, 
the king’s second son and his aristocratic Scottish wife, the former Lady Elizabeth Bowes-Lyon. The 
home secretary of the day, the bumptious Sir William Joynson-Hicks, took it upon himself to attend 
the house, a formality dating from the 17th century to ensure no impostors were substituted, 
ostensibly to ensure all was well, and he proclaimed the news publicly, even though the government 
was then in mid-crisis over the forthcoming general strike. 
The baby was named after her mother and two queens: her father believing that Elizabeth of York 
would be a good title for her to carry through life, though the names still had to be submitted for the 
King’s approval. George V decided the addition of Victoria would not be necessary, since the little 
girl was not in direct line of succession. The king and queen declared themselves delighted: “Such 
a relief and joy,” wrote Queen Mary, “a little darling with lovely complexion and pretty fair hair.” The 
Duke wrote to them: “We always wanted a child to make our happiness complete. I do hope that you 
and Papa are as delighted as we are to have a granddaughter, or would you sooner have another 
grandson.” 
Although it was a standard upper-class upbringing of the time, the little girl’s mother and father were 
more relaxed in child-rearing than previous royal parents, forming a close and affectionate bond with 
Elizabeth – known as Lilibet to the family – and later with her younger sister, Margaret, born in 1930, 
that lasted throughout their lives. But they were nevertheless royal parents, so that Elizabeth was 
parted from them for six of the first 14 months of her life, while they undertook a tour of Australia – 
just as would happen to her oldest child, Charles, a quarter of a century later. 
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Crowds gathered in the street outside when she was born and there was considerable newspaper 
interest – the Australian press called her Betty and described her as “the world’s best-known baby” 
– but it was then still just possible to have a relatively normal life at the family’s 25-bedroom mansion 
at 145 Piccadilly, from where the baby was taken for a two-hour constitutional in her pram to Hyde 
Park and back every day by her governess. 
She was brought up by governesses, and her grandparents on both sides took a close interest. 
Stern George V – “Grandpa England” – was particularly besotted: the archbishop of Canterbury 
once came upon the King on all fours, pretending to be a horse, being pulled along by the beard by 
his granddaughter. Some care was taken that she should be taught politeness and not be spoiled 
from an early age. “I don’t think any child could be more sensibly brought up,” said Queen Mary, 
who ensured weekly museum and gallery educational visits – being sent to school was not 
considered a possibility. 
Even then, there were signs that the old King’s thoughts were already dwelling on the succession, 
as he memorably remarked that the Prince of Wales would ruin himself in a year. “I pray to God,” 
the King is alleged to have said, “that my eldest son will never marry and have children and that 
nothing will come between Bertie and Lilibet and the throne.” 
And so it came to pass, in 1936 after the old King’s death, when Edward VIII, the princess’s favourite 
uncle, precipitated the monarchy’s most severe constitutional crisis of the 20th century by abdicating 
the throne in order to marry Wallis Simpson, the twice divorced American regarded as unsuitable on 
all counts. The 10-year-old princess learned of the crisis while having a swimming lesson for a life-
saving certificate. 
Her shy, stammering father was pushed, much against his will, on to the throne. One consideration 
was said to be that he feared the burden that would inevitably fall on his daughter now that she was 
heir to the throne, though more pertinently he was by no means alone in worrying that he himself 
was not up to the job. “I thought it all very, very wonderful and I expect the abbey did too,” Elizabeth 
wrote in a note to her parents about her father’s coronation in May 1937. “The arches and beams at 
the top were covered with a sort of haze of wonder as papa was crowned, at least I thought so.” 
From then on, she saw less of her parents as their duties took them abroad and to public events. 
On learning the family would be moving to Buckingham Palace, she is said to have replied: “What – 
for ever?” But when her sister Margaret asked Elizabeth whether she would be queen one day, she 
replied matter of factly: “Yes, I suppose so.” If she thought about it much at all, she probably assumed 
that it would not come to pass for many decades. 
The princess, already a serious and diligent child, was given lessons on constitutional matters by 
Sir Henry Marten, the provost of Eton, and became aware even then that she should not show 
emotion and must maintain a certain reserve. A palace Girl Guides group was set up, though it 
consisted only of other aristocratic children. The outbreak of the second world war isolated the 
princesses further as they were evacuated to Windsor Castle, sheltering from air raids in the cellars. 
Elizabeth was said to be slow to mature, but she and her sister did their bit by digging vegetable 
plots and knitting garments for the troops. 
Against her father’s wishes, at the age of 18 Elizabeth registered at a labour exchange and 
undertook a vehicle maintenance course at Aldershot, Hampshire, learning how to strip an engine. 
On VE night in London, the princesses, chaperoned by Guards officers and a police sergeant, were 
allowed to slip out of Buckingham Palace and join the revellers in Piccadilly and Park Lane – almost 
the solitary occasion in her life when Elizabeth mingled unnoticed with ordinary people. 
“Poor darlings,” the king wrote of his daughters in his diary. “They have never had any fun yet.” 
Elizabeth herself said: “I pulled my uniform cap well down over my eyes … all of us were swept 
along by tides of happiness and relief.” 
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By then she had already met her future husband. She had first encountered Prince Philip of Greece, 
the impoverished nephew of the deposed king of Greece, in 1939, when he was a cadet at 
Dartmouth Naval College. Five years older than Elizabeth, handsome and of royal birth, Philip was 
not in the list of the top dozen eligible suitors and there were attempts by her parents to put her off 
him. Even palace servants sneered at him when he turned up to stay at weekends because of the 
holes in his shoes, his lack of spare clothes and unsavoury relatives – his older sisters had married 
German Nazis, though Philip himself had served with distinction in the Royal Navy. But there is no 
indication that Elizabeth ever had another serious boyfriend, and she accepted his proposal in the 
summer of 1946, although the news was not made public until the following year. 
The princess had made occasional wartime radio broadcasts, her piping, stilted voice, speaking in 
cut-glass tones to the children of the empire, but it was at the time of her 21st Birthday in 1947 that 
she made perhaps the most significant radio address of her career, at the end of a royal tour of 
South Africa, laying out the guidelines that would govern her throughout her reign:  
“I declare before you all that my whole life, whether it shall be long or short, shall be devoted to your 
service and to the great imperial family to which we all belong… I shall not have the strength to carry 
out this resolution unless you join in it with me, as I now invite you to do. I know that your support 
will be unfailingly given. God help me to make good my vow and God bless all of you who are willing 
to share it.” 
The speech was actually written by the King’s private secretary, Sir Tommy Lascelles, but was, as 
he wrote to his wife, “a tremendous success” as a manifesto for the future. The highly political tone, 
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intended to bind the empire together, delivered in the princess’s formal voice, it was said, brought 
a lump to millions of throats. 
The Royal Wedding – once Philip had been naturalised as a British subject – finally took place in 
November 1947, at Westminster Abbey, amid ostentatious assertions that it would be an austere 
occasion, in keeping with prevailing rationing. There were clothing coupons for the dress, thousands 
gave nylon stockings, the government of Queensland supplied tins of pineapples and Mahatma 
Ghandi sent a hand-woven table doily, said to have been mistaken by a horrified Queen Mary for 
his loincloth... 
 

 
 

Philip, who was made Duke of Edinburgh on the couple’s wedding, introduced a new, less stuffy, 
though as the years went on occasionally astringent, tone to the royal family. Above all, he gave the 
Queen unwavering support in her public duties, however frustrating he found it as an intelligent man 
to sublimate his activities and position to the life the couple entered. 
Initially, Philip’s naval career continued. The couple spent time in a service quarter on Malta and the 
princess gave birth to their first two children: Charles was born a year after the wedding and Anne 
two years later in 1950. Two more sons would follow after a long gap: Andrew in 1960 and Edward 
in 1964, the first children born to a reigning sovereign in a century. 
The handsome young royal couple and their babies were the subject of intense – though in those 
days still deferential – media scrutiny: informal photographs of the young family were much 
publicised; though when the princess’s former nanny Vanessa Thorpe, published an entirely 
anodyne and sycophantic memoir in 1950, she was cast into outer darkness by the family. The 
palace’s press officer, Commander Richard Colville, known as the Abominable No Man for his 
disdain and reluctance to impart any information whatever, would remain in post for 20 years and in 
doing so unwittingly contributed to a long-term distrust and antagonism between newspapers and 
royalty. 
It was evident by the early 1950s that King George VI, though still in his 50s, was gravely ill with 
lung cancer, and this thrust the young couple increasingly into the limelight of public duties. Despite 
the official fiction that all was well, they carried mourning clothes and accession papers when they 
left for an official tour of Africa in early 1952. 
The king saw them off at London airport, but a few days later, in the early morning of 6 February 
1952, he died in his sleep at Sandringham, the Royal retreat in Norfolk. Newspapers carried reports 
bordered in black, cinemas and theatres – and parliament – closed in respect, people wept in the 
streets and drivers stopped their cars as the news was broadcast, getting out to stand in silent salute. 
The news was broken to Elizabeth by her husband at a game reserve in Kenya, where they had 
been sightseeing. They immediately flew home to London, the 25-year-old princess to be greeted 
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by cabinet ministers, led by Churchill, as well as Clement Attlee, the leader of the opposition, all 
in morning suits and top hats. The Manchester Guardian that day spoke of the throne being as 
secure  
“in the love of all who acknowledge allegiance to it as it has ever been in history. It is a great 
inheritance – and a heavy burden – that now falls to the girl who becomes Queen. All may have 
confidence that she will wear the Crown nobly.” 
There was much talk of a new Elizabethan age, and the prospect of an undeniably glamorous young 
queen was enthusiastically greeted as Britain emerged from the years of post-war austerity. She 
was, in the words of the historian, Sir Charles Petrie, “the subject of adulation unparalleled since the 
days of Louis XIV”. 
Crowds flocked to London to watch the Coronation, in the rain, in June 1953 and, a sign of changing 
times, the ceremony was broadcast live on television, despite the objections of some palace 
advisers, dramatically boosting the sale of sets. The coronation inaugurated a new media age in 
which events could be watched from the comfort of an armchair.  
The Times described the Queen as willingly sacrificing herself to the Almighty and the nation:  
“She has the reward of the selfless in the pure joy of duty, amply, generously done.” 
                                               (Extract from The Guardian Obituary) 
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